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OUR PORTFOLIO

Establ ished in 1970, with a passion for  excellence,  growth and improvement,  Centrum (Pte)  Ltd has
over the years built  up a reputable name and unique heritage in the bi l l iard and home leisure industry.
In devoting ourselves to providing a one stop solution for  al l  your bi l l iards and gaming needs,  we have
not only set  industry standards for  qual ity,  but are also continuously expanding our product portfol io to
meet the growing demands from our cl ients.  Centrum Leisure is  a division of  Centrum (Pte)  Ltd to meet
the growing needs of  our customers.  Some of  our brands include Aramith Fusion Tables,  Corni l leau,
Tornado Foosball ,  Toulet,  Chevi l lotte,  Brunswick,  Olhaulsen,  Championship Shuff leboard and more.
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PORTFOLIO (CORPORATE OFFICES)

Shopee 

ONE Championship 

Tik Tok
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HOMES
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PORTFOLIO (COMMERCIAL)

Hotel Lobby Games Area

Superbowl- Khatib Home Team

Avenue Lounge @ MBS 
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HDB Flat -  Dawson

PORTFOLIO (HOMES)

Sentosa Cove 

Bungalow - Loyang
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POOL TABLE

Dining Range 
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POOL TABLES



POOL
TABLESPOOL TABLES

HYPHEN POOL TABLE

Hyphen is pool without constraints. A table that combines elegance
with sociability, French maker Cornilleau relies on its expertise
developed in the design of outdoor ping-pong tables renowned for 
 quality. 

Extraordinarily robust and maxing out in playing quality, the Hyphen
outdoor pool table gives you the freedom to play wherever you like.
Plus, every pool table is custom-made to order! 

Available in 7ft. 

POOL TABLES (DINING RANGE)
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FUSION POOL TABLE 

Is it an impossible challenge to mix nature and design? 

The Fusiontables concept addresses this challenge by mixing a
sleek and minimalistic design with natural components. Nature
lovers passionate about wood material will love this new range,
blending seamlessly into natural and zen spaces. 

Choose from the Wood line or Metal line to create your own story
and soft aesthetic.

Available in 7ft. 

POOL TABLES (DINING RANGE)
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VALENTINO POOL TABLE

Unlike other traditional dining pool tables, the
Valentino consists of contemporary-looking duo-
finishes – ranging from various woods, gloss to leather
options that will complement any style of setting
effortlessly. 

Available in 5ft, 6ft, & 7ft. 

POOL TABLES (DINING RANGE)
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POOL POOL 

DINER II  POOL TABLE

Sleek and straightforward, the Diner II strips down the pool diner to
its pure essentials.

Emphasising natural beauty, Diner II complements any home or 
room decor with its exotic light oak wood finish. Table top in 2 or 3
sections depending on table size are avaialbe. 

Available in 6ft, 7ft, 8ft & 9ft. 

POOL TABLES (DINING RANGE)
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POOL 
POOL TABLES (DINING RANGE)

Elegant and contemporary dining pool tables suitable for smaller
spaces don't come as close to the Holiday. Designed and innovated in
Singapore, the Holiday Table has achieved what we envisioned.

A table that does not compromise on quality yet remains light weight,
it can be shifted when required. Available in a wide range of finishes
and cloth colours, you can choose different combinations to create
your very own personalised home pool table.

Available in 5ft, 6ft & 7ft.
 

HOLIDAY POOL TABLE
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POOL 

AUSTIN POOL TABLE

The Austin dining pool table is an American Pool Table that's
sturdy in construction yet light enough to be movable, unlike
traditional pool tables which are extremely heavy. 

With a walnut finish and white steel legs that fit seamlessly into a
Scandinavian interior, modern homeowners will love this! 

Available in 7ft.

(DINING RANGE)POOL 
POOL TABLES (DINING RANGE)
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POOL 

TRIBECA POOL TABLE

The Tribeca boasts a minimalistic and elegant design that
blends seamlessly with any environment. Meticulously crafted
from high quality material, the unique design of this billiard
table serves both as a playing table and contemporary art
piece.

Available in 7ft, 8ft, & 9ft. 

POOL TABLES 
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POOL 
POOL TABLES 

VIP II  POOL TABLE

The VIP II is a champion table built to tournament specifications
laid down by the Billiard Congress of America. 

Sporting a chic style and ball return system, it offer players the
finest playing conditions that takes American pool table to a new
dimension. 

Available in 8ft & 9ft.
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EUROPA POOL TABLE

The No-Questions-Asked Europa Table looks as tough as it plays.
Guaranteeing uncompromising fun, the quality slate playing area
provides excellent ball roll, with distinctive arched legs that lend
greater stability. With a solid black matte finish and chrome corners,
it is bang-for-the-buck for the style and durability it offers.

Available in 7ft & 8ft.

POOL TABLES
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BRUNSWICK BLACK WOLF POOL TABLE                        

Naturally dramatic, the Black Wolf II table is in its element in
contemporary homes, from casually chic to sleek and sophisticated.
Durable metal rail pocket corners, round rail sights, and jet-black
laminate provide the perfect detail to any spaces. Truly a billiard
table built for a lifetime of enjoyment.

Available in 7ft.

POOL TABLES
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ASPEN POOL TABLE 

The Aspen Pool Table is all about character.

With an Espresso hue on a solid wood body, clean
lines, and distinct X-shaped legs, it combines a
soothing palette with an edgy Industrial design - a
perfect fit for modern homes.

Available in 7ft & 8ft. 

POOL TABLES
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ASTORIA POOL TABLE

Even though all pool tables are custom built to command attention, the
Astoria stands out as a designer's favourite. Featuring a sleek, ultra
modern design sensibility, this billiard table is the new centerpiece of
any home it graces. Bold, luxurious, and with precise attention to detail,
it exceeds the expectations of any billiards player.

Available in 8ft & 9ft. 

POOL TABLES
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VALLEY COIN-OPERATED POOL TABLE

Dynamo’s new Sedona pool table a crowd's favourite. With excellent
features such as a magnetic cue ball separator, new “Death to the
Dead Spot” rails for improved play action, and a push chute that can be
programmed to accept most currencies, it's the perfect commercial
table. 

Available in 6ft, 7ft & 8ft.

POOL TABLES
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CROWN POOL TABLE VICTORIA POOL TABLE

The Victoria is a French-inspired design. The slightly tapered legs
and simple single arch gives the table a simple elegance and
enchantment in all its solid wood glory. 

Available in 7ft, 8ft & 9ft. 

The Crown is a solid wood table that displays an ageless beauty. 

Stupendous, meticulous crafting embraces the body and is highlighted
by its elegant legs. 

Available in 7ft, 8ft & 9ft. 

POOL TABLES
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POOL 

TOULET MIRROR POOL TABLE

Designed and made in France, the Mirror Pool Table’s mirrored legs
and design makes it a real beauty. It gives your games room a whole
new lease of life by bringing light to all the space around it and with
the illusion that its leg is invisible.

Available in 7ft, 8ft & 9ft.

POOL 
POOL TABLES
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BERLIN GLASS POOL TABLE

An absolutely stunning pool table made of crystal glass, the Berlin will
be the focal point of any open space. With its unique material, the
Berlin Glass Pool Table will easily find its place in a design interior as
a truly modern decoration

Available in 8ft & 9ft.

POOL TABLES
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POOL POOL 

OLHAUSEN WATERFALL POOL TABLE

The Waterfall is an exquisite modern design from Olhausen. This
exuberant American Pool Table brings a touch of finesse into your
spaces and is sure to sweep your guests off their feet. 

Available in 7ft, 8ft & 9ft.

POOL TABLES
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99

POOL TABLES

SUPREME 2-in-1 POOL TABLE

A modern and versatile pool table with brushed silver corners,
"chest" shaped legs and a leg leveller system, the Supreme is a
winning choice for any billiard enthusiast looking for a simple and
sturdy pool table. An extra table tennis top with playing accessories
can be added for table tennis fun! 

Available in 7ft.
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POOL 

ATLANTA MULTI-GAME POOL TABLE

The Atlanta Multi-Game Table comes with extremely popular games
such as American Pool, electronic motorised air hockey, Roulette,
and Poker. In black Wenge wood finish, the Atlanta fits easily into
any room decor. Table Tennis tops (optional) can be added on to
make it 5 games! 

Available in 7ft.

POOL TABLES
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POOL TABLES

POOL TABLE ROOM SIZE GUIDE

SEVEN FOOT TABLE: 3.5’ X 7’
(Playing area: 38” x 76”)
A - 11’ 6” x 14’ 6” / 350cm x 442cm
B - 12’ x 15’ / 366cm x 457cm
C - 13’ x 16’ / 386cm x 488cm

EIGHT FOOT TABLE: 4’ X 8’
(Playing area: 44” x 88”)
A - 12’ x 15’ 6” / 366cm x 472cm
B - 12’ 6” x 16’ / 381cm x 503cm
C - 13’ 6” x 17’ / 412cm x 518cm

NINE FOOT TABLE: 4.5’ X 9’
(Playing area: 50” x 100”)
A - 12’ 6” x 16’ 6” / 381cm x 503cm
B - 13’ x 17’ / 386cm x 518cm
C - 14’ x 18’ / 427cm x 549cm
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POOL TABLE

SNOOKER TABLES
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RILEY ARISTOCRAT

With its traditional style and dark stained mahogany,
the Aristocrat Tournament snooker table 12ft x 6ft is
the official table for the World Championships and
professional tournaments around  the world

SNOOKER TABLES
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OLYMPIC SNOOKER
 

A Professionals’ choice table, incorporating traditional values 
of quality and craftsmanship making it a true masterpiece.
Produced from the finest selected hardwoods, it has 9"
diameter solid legs carved with decorative reeds, with bed
and cushions covered with finest quality 100% pure wool.

SNOOKER TABLES
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OLYMPIC CUSTOM SIZE 

Produced from the finest selected hardwoods. This table is
perfect for the snooker enthusiast who has space constrains and
wants to bring the game of snooker to his home. The Olympic
snooker table is available in smaller sizes 7’, 8’ or 9’.

SNOOKER TABLES
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FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLE

ASTON II  FOOSBALL TABLE

Our #1 selling Foosball table, the Aston II Foosball (Soccer)
Table is all about free-flowing play.

It's true to the touch, with responsive rubber bumpers,
sloped ends, and same-side ball return for uninterrupted play
that has the user in mind,. Plus, it's one of the safest tables
around, thanks to its Telescopic (non-protruding) rods.

FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLES
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BERLIN GLASS FOOSBALL TABLE

Made of high-quality tempered crystal glass that is visually stunning
and durable, the Berlin Glass suite of game tables is unlike any
other. What better way to make a statement and impress your
guests - whilst providing endless entertainment for years to come? 
 
Perfect for contemporary design interiors, the glass surface offers
clean lines and space that any Modern-Minimalist would be proud,
and adds a modern touch to the classic game of foosball.

POOL

99

FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLEFOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLES

TORNADO SPORT FOOSBALL TABLE

Renowned USA Foosball brand Tornado Sport provides the perfect
Foosball table for beginners and experienced players alike. Its mahogany
colour finish is also a versatile match for all spaces, be it homes or offices.

Tornado Tables are recognised worldwide as a top-rated table and the T-
3000 is the official International Table Soccer Federation competition
table. 
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TORPEDO FOOSBALL TABLE

An extremely durable competition soccer table, the
Torpedo Foosball Table is suitable for casual
players and professional players alike. It comes
with an exciting playing field colour, and a brown
oak finish to suit any home decor or workplace. 

SHELDON FOOSBALL TABLE

The Sheldon is a sturdy and reliable soccer table
with double chromed steel rods and automatic 
ball function. Its classic walnut finish is an
excellent match to many home interior or office
design. 

FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLES
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X-1 HYBRID INDOOR / OUTDOOR FOOSBALL
TABLE (w/OPTIONAL GLASS TOP)

The X-1 Hybrid soccer table is made with a special thermoplastic resin frame
where unlike other 'waterproof' tables, it contains 0% wood is used in the
entire table. It is thus 100% water and humidity proof - perfect for outdoors
and indoors - and sports extremely smooth telescopic rods for added safety.
A tempered glass top or ball trap is also available for public venues! 

FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLEFOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLES

SAN SIRO FOOSBALL TABLE (w/OPTIONAL
GLASS TOP)

The San Siro Foosball table is defined by its incredible build quality that
makes it hardy for commercial and home use. It is also versatile - it can
be supplied as coin-operated or free-play for home or office, and with or
without glass top. 
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CHEVILLOTTE FOOSBALL TABLE

Handcrafted in France, the Chevillotte Foosball (Soccer) table
is the epitome of classic wooden foosball tables. The foosball
players and pitch as hand painted and available in various
finishes or custom finish. 

FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLE

TOUR FOOSBALL TABLE

Made in Italy, the Tour Foosball table sports a minimalist yet
elegant design. With 2 monochrome colours to choose from, a glass
playing surface and a sturdy metal steel leg, it's a perfect fit with
any contemporary decor in your home or office.

FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLES
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SPECIALIST FOOSBALL TABLE 

The Specialist Foosball (Soccer) table is truly a Foosball player’s
quintessential table with a contemporary aesthetic in harmony with
table football.

Made of solid wood, the table is endowed with 15-mm telescopic bars
and chrome-numbered players. It's a design masterpiece that also
guarantees an unforgettable playing experience.

THE PURE FOOSBALL TABLE

The Toulet Pure is a stunning foosball (soccer) table created by the Belgian designer
Alain Gilles.

Round-edged and minimalist, the modern design takes its cue from soccer stadiums
and Nordic furniture. The oval shell is made from thermoformed PMMA; the legs and
tabletop are crafted from oak wood; and the players and bars are fashioned from
chromed metal.

FOOSBALL /  SOCCER TABLES
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PRIME STAND UP ARCADE MACHINE 

The Prime Stand Up Arcade Machine arrives with over 3000 of the
best retroarcade games - such as Dungeon and Dragons, King of
Fighter, Street Fighter, Art of Fighting, Marvel Vs Capcom, Metal Slug,
Knights of Valour etc.

Upgrade to Trackball version to play trackball compatible games such
as golf and bowling!

ARCADE MACHINES
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ARCADE ARCADE MACHINES

Built with high quality specification, the Next Game Ultimate DX
Arcade Machine is an affordable "Japanese-style" arcade cabinet
with more than 3000 retro arcade games. 

This well-designed arcade cabinet now brings an arcade style of
game play into your spaces like never before. 

NEXT GAME HOME ARCADE MACHINE

Decorated with unique pop art decal, the Prime II comes with
arcade-style controls and a large, high-quality display. It also sports
an ergonomic design for added legroom and a height perfect for sit-
down play - say hello to comfortable, strain-free gaming! 

With over 3000 retro arcade games, experience that nostalgia of the
90s in the comfort of your own home.

PRIME II  ARCADE MACHINE
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ARCADE MACHINES

The coffee table arcade machine is designed not only to play your
retro games perfectly, but the machine looks fantastic in any
home setting or decor. It has been meticulously designed to hark
back to the days of Pac-Man and its contemporaries whilst looking
timeless with its piano black finish and chrome edging. 

Play side by side, with over 2000+ games including popular titles
like Metal Slug, Dungeon and Dragons, and King of Fighters  

KURO COFFEE TABLE ARCADE MACHINE
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ARCADE MACHINES

Lovers of Shoot-Em' Ups will enjoy taking aim with the two arcade
guns that feature recoil feedback, holsters and precise aiming for a
great haptic experience. 

Loaded with over 7400 classic games including 70+ popular shooting
titles such as Time Crisis and House of the Dead 2, it's the perfect
#throwback to the 90s for anyone who has a penchant for retro
arcade.

NEXUS ARCADE MACHINE (WITH GUN
CONTROLLERS)
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ARTCADE WALL-MOUNT ARCADE MACHINE

Artcade is designed to impress with games for all ages
while using the smallest footprint possible in spaces.

Crafted in a modern minimalist aesthetic, it features an
unconventional & space-saving wall-mounted design.
With endless customisation possibilities, it embodies a
paradigm shift in retro arcade.

Size: 126 (H) x 77 (L) x 42 (D) CM

ARCADE MACHINES
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The VP is a full-sized commercial grade pinball machine
that combines the convenience of digital pinball with the
incomparable feel of a real pinball table. 

With an advanced electronic pinball system with in-built
motor and shakers,  feel every bump and vibration just
like a mechanical pinball machine. Custom design for
exterior of pinball machine is available. 

Size: 140 (L) x 81 (W) x 190 (H) CM 

VP ELECTRONIC PINBALL MACHINE
(FEEDBACK VERSION)

ARCADE MACHINES
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SK5 SKEE BALL ARCADE MACHINE

ARCADE MACHINES

The SK5 is a commercial quality Skee ball arcade machine that
can be set to free-play or coin-operated. Suitable for pubs,
entertainment rooms, and institutions, it's a classic game for
all ages, with lots of fun guaranteed!

Size: 75 (W) x 303 (L) 202 (H) CM

A high-quality, commercial arcade style air hockey table
that can be set to Coin-operated or Free-play. Includes a
professional arcade overhead scoring system, with LED-
lighting to enhance the playing experience!

Size: 220 (L) x 120 (W) x 150 (H) CM (Including
overhead) 

METEOR AIR HOCKEY MACHINE
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Suitable for commercial or even home usage, display your own soft
toy collection and enjoy the thrill of catching soft toys right in the
comfort of your abode. Features full-tempered glass, versatile
design and LED-lights

 

KAWAII CRANE CATCHER 

ARCADE MACHINES

Size:  200 (H)  x  80 (D)  x  100 (W)  CM
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ARCADE MACHINES

INITIAL D RACING ARCADE
MACHINE

Initial D 8 Arcade Driving Machine is a
classic arcade favourite. A must have
for all avid arcade racers. Link up to 8
machines together!

Features 3 Rounds of Play  Comes with a
Solid All Steel Cabinet, Real Hardwood
Playing Floor and Strong Polycarbonate
Backboard for Long Lasting Durability,
plus awesome Sound Effects and Music! 

 

HOOP DREAMS BASKETBALL
MACHINE

A classic arcade boxing game with a
twist - hit a preset high score to
dispense a can drink. Think beer (our
personal favourite!), coke or any regular
sized can drink!

DRINK DISPENSER BOXING
ARCADE MACHINE
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TABLE TENNIS
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CORNILLEAU SPORT 250
INDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE

This table tennis table benefits from Cornilleau's Compact
Technology storage system and patented DSI folding system for
ease of use. It also comes with leg levellers and brakes in 2 of
its wheels. Highly recommended for family table tennis
tournaments and a popular option for schools.

Size: 274 (L) x 152.5 (W) x 76 (H) CM 

TABLE TENNIS

The Cornilleau Sport 200X has a Soft Mat-Top finish (3 times
less glare when the sun is overhead) and a bat holder on the side
panel. The Sport 200X uses Cornilleau's Push & Lock system for
folding/unfolding and boasts leg levellers. All four wheels steer
and two have brakes.

Size: 274 (L) x 167 (W) x 76 (H) CM 

CORNILLEAU 200X INDOOR / OUTDOOR 
 TABLE TENNIS TABLE
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TABLE TENNIS

The 600X outdoor ping pong table is packed with cool features,
including ample storage space for accessories, bottle holders,
point counters and ball dispensers. 

Best of all, it manages to include all of these innovations and
extras without compromising on the basics: safety, ergonomics
and ease of use. When it comes to quality of play, its rebound and
perfect spin response will satisfy the most demanding of players.

Size: 274 (L) x 167 (W) x 76 (H) CM
 

CORNILLEAU 600X INDOOR /
OUTDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE 

TABLE TENNIS
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TABLE TENNIS

CORNILLEAU 540 ITTF
INDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE

The Cornilleau 540 is used by Singapore Sports School for
training and competitions, and for good reason.  

Designed for training sessions and club competitions, the 540
ITTF and is the biggest seller in the competition range. Its Skill
Top coating guarantees speed and restitution of spin, along with
an excellent rebound. Its compact technology storage system,
its double locking DSI system for panel and central unlocking
handle allow very easy everyday handling.

Size: 274 (L) x 152.5 (W) x 76 (H) CM (Official ITTF)
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The Cornilleau 850 Wood ITTF Indoor table is approved by the
International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) for competition play. The
table features: a 1” high-density chipboard playing surface with SKILTOP®
finish for excellent ball adherence and bounce. The wood frame is
designed for unmatched sound and better channel of vibrations. 

 
Size: 274 (L) x 152.5 (W) x 76 (H) (Official ITTF)

CORNILLEAU 850 WOOD ITTF
INDOOR TABLE TENNIS

TABLE TENNIS
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Our latest project- bringing ping pong fun into the conference room
with our Roma Table Tennis Table! The Roma is designed to fit into
any conference room as a contemporary meeting table yet with a
twist to convert it into a table tennis anytime! 

With inbuilt drawers, table tennis accessories can be stored away
neatly after every game. Fully customisable designs are available on
request.

Available in 2 sizes: 240 (L) x 130 (W) x 78 (H) CM / 274 (L) x 152
(W) x 78 (H) CM

TABLE TENNIS

ROMA TABLE TENNIS TABLE
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JUKEBOX

Prince Turntable Jukebox

Longing for some nostalgia and happy sentimentality? The Prince
Jukebox is a vintage and versatile music player that's perfect for
vinyl records, CDs, USBs and Bluetooth tracks.

With its excellent sound quality, gorgeous exterior and dazzling
visuals, we love how it creates the perfect atmosphere to chill along
with our favourite music. Safe to say, it's truly a showpiece no game
room should go without.  

Size: 129 (H) X 67 (W) X 41 (D) CM
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JUKEBO
XJUKEBOX

Besides its Jukebox function, the VSX is also a portable KTV system!
With more 1000+ songs pre installed, you can sing along to all your
favourite songs with friends in the comfort of home!
 
It comes with a 19” Touch Screen and can be set to Coin Op / Free-
Play Function for commercial uses.

Size: 154 (H) X 80 (W) X 46 (D) CM

VSX KTV JUKEBOX
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SHUFFLEBOARD

The Monaco Shuffleboard is a high quality shuffleboard priced
competitively. The 1-3/4" thick solid hardwood butcher block
play field (not a laminate) is finished with multiple coats of
satin polyurethane to create a smooth, fast surface.

Available in 9ft.

MONACO SHUFFLEBOARD
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CHAMPION SHUFFLEBOARD

SHUFFLEBOARD

Champion Shuffleboard revolutionized the industry in 1988 by
developing the original “Lifetime Polymer” finish. This coating is
applied directly over the Canadian Maple plank to provide a fantastic
playing surface that never requires re-finishing.

The built-in handicap feature also makes this a better game to play
and speeds up the play time!

Avail in 12ft, 16ft & 22ft.
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WORTHINGTON SHUFFLEBOARD
 

The Worthington shuffleboard table is in a class by itself. With
hints of an Italian Gothic style the Worthington cabinet captures
your attention with the richness of colours like aged black and
deep cherry and the strong classical influence of Italy. The quality
and craftsmanship endures over time and this sense of style gains
character with age and use.

Available in 12 - 22ft.

OLHAUSEN WATERFALL SHUFFLEBOARD

The Waterfall Shuffleboard Table is made from Solid Wood and
features flat paneled cabinet and pedestal base legs. All Olhausen
Shuffleboards are hand-crafted at their 250,000 sq. ft.
manufacturing facility in Portland, TN.

Available in 9ft, 12ft, 14ft, 16ft & 18ft.

SHUFFLEBOAR
D
SHUFFLEBOARD
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DARTS
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DARTS

POOL

Able to set to either coin-op or free play
Uses Soft Tip Dart for safety game play
Double Screen Display for easy viewing of score and
animation effects during game play
Excellent sound quality with subwoofer system

Trondarts Electronic Darts Machine is the ultimate darts
machine suitable for your cafe, bar, hotel, or any
commercial establishments. Not just the regular "01"
games and cricket, there are also other bar / drinking
game for the more casual players!

Size: 245 (H) x 65 (W) x 55 (D) CM 

TRONDARTS ELECTRONIC 
FREE-STANDING DART BOARD
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DARTS

TRONDARTS LITE ELECTRONIC 
WALL-MOUNTED DART BOARD

The Trondarts Lite Electronic Darts Machine is suitable for
homes or bars with space constraints. Enjoy all the features
of the full size version available in the lite model.  

Size: 110 (H) x 65 (W) x 18 (D) CM

POOL
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DARTS

The One80 Electronic Dart Board with Cabinet is the
ultimate dart board set for family and friends, with plastic
soft tip darts used for safer game play.  With automatic
scoring system with sound effects and voice announcer, 4
x Jumbo LED display, see your scores fuss-free.
Conveniently store the darts in the cabinet door after
play. 

ELITE DELUXE II  ELECTRONIC DARTBOARD
WITH CABINET

Improve your dart skills at the comfort and convenience
of your own home with the elite dartboard. With safe Soft
Tip Dart, it also includes 29 exciting games on an LCD
display with “bar type” cricket auto-scoring system and 
sound effects.

ONE80 ELITE ELECTRONIC DARTBOARD 
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CUES 

BALLS 

DRIVERS

MAINTENANCE

Super Aramith
Pro Tv Balls 

Universal  Pool  Cue

American Pool  Triangle

American
Pool Balls

Peradon Pool  Cue

Longoni  Gloves

Longoni  Pool  Cue

Aramith Premier
Pool Balls

Riley Snooker Cue

Aramith Pro Cup
Cue Ball

Paradon Cue Case

Blue Diamond Chalk

Simonis X-1 Chalk Extractor

Elk Pro Tips

Longoni  Wax

Aramith Ball  Cleaner

CUES AND ACCESSORIES
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OFFICE ADDRESS
101 Ceci l  Street  #17-10/11,  Tong Eng Bui lding,  S ingapore 069533
(65)  62245888

info@centrumbil l iard.com

SHOWROOM ADDRESS 
Ubi  Techpark #01-13,  Lobby B,  10 Ubi  Crescent,  S ingapore
408564 Tuesday to  Saturday 10:30am -  6:30pm
Closed on Publ ic  Hol idays

By Appointment Only  (SMS/Cal l ) :  
9669-6100 /  6224-5888/ 9186-0570 

www.centrumleisure.com

CONTACT /  VISIT  US
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"We don' t  s top  p lay ing  because  we grow o ld;  we  grow o ld
 because  we s top  p lay ing"  -  George  Bernard  Shaw 




